Residential market in Poland

Q2 2018
As expected, Q2 2018 saw a distinct slowdown in both supply and demand. While new supply did increase slightly on the level of supply recorded at the beginning of the year, it still remains below the average for the last two years. It is surprising that this occurred at a time when sales have usually risen through the year, and the most projects have appeared on the market. As nothing untoward has occurred in the macroeconomic climate that might dampen demand, the most obvious reason for the fall in the number of transactions is the rapid rise in prices.

The drop observed in the rate of units launched for sale in the first half of the year is due to a number of factors, however. On one hand developers face problems when purchasing land for new projects and obtaining the construction permits and required administrative permissions, while on the other costs of construction and shrinking availability of labour in the construction sector mean that it is becoming difficult to contract construction work at a price that ensures the envisaged margins.

### Structure of the market offer according to the projects' delivery date declared by the developer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21.3%</td>
<td>47.5%</td>
<td>24.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: REAS

### Summary:

**Key facts on the local primary market**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6 CITIES</th>
<th>Q2 2018</th>
<th>Change: Q2 2018/Q2 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>-15.2%</td>
<td>-11.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flats launched for sale</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>-11.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sales in the last four quarters</td>
<td>-2.7%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flats launched for sale in the last four quarters</td>
<td>-3.1%</td>
<td>-4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offer at quarter's-end</td>
<td>-0.6%</td>
<td>-11.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed yet unsold flats in the offer</td>
<td>-10.4%</td>
<td>-28.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average price of flats launched for sale</td>
<td>12.3%</td>
<td>14.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average price of flats sold</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average price of flats available in the offering</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: REAS
Supply and prices

In Q2 2018, according to REAS market monitoring, 15,400 flats were released in the six largest markets, which is 4% up on the preceding quarter. In total, over the last four quarters, 64,200 new units were put on sale on those markets, which is 6,000 less than the number of flats sold over the same period.

The greatest decrease in supply of new flats was seen in the Tri-City (22.5% quarter on quarter). The number of units put on sale decreased to the Q3 2015 level and was almost 40% down on the record-breaking level of Q2 2017. Wrocław showed a similar tendency, where the fall quarter on quarter was the same as in the Tri-City, and was almost 37% in comparison to the maximum level from the final quarter of 2017.

In Kraków, the number of releases on the market rose by 2% quarter on quarter, but this was still one third down on the record reached in this regard in Q1 2017. A higher number of new flats on the previous quarter also reinforced the flats on offer in Warsaw. It needs to be stressed however that this high level of growth of as much as 41% was due to a very low level of supply in the previous quarter. Results for Q2 2018 were, however, 20% down on the best result to date, which occurred in Q2 2016.

The fall in Poznań was not very significant in relative terms but the four preceding quarters were the best period in that market’s history in terms of the number of flats newly launched for sale on the market. Supply also remained high in Łódź. In these cities, the number of flats completed in 2019 will probably be even higher than this year. In the other cities surveyed, we will see production peak in 2018.

There was practically no change in the total number of units available in the six largest cities at the end of June in relation to the end of March, which remained at 44,000. The number of flats on offer decreased however in all cities except Warsaw. The fall in individual cities was no more than 5%, and the increase seen in Warsaw was 3%.

The rate of sales and very low percentage of ready and unsold flats confirm that demand continues to be significantly higher than supply, and this has caused prices to inflate in all cities.

The greatest increase in the average price for flats on offer at the end of the quarter was in Kraków (5.3% quarter on quarter). This was probably an adjustment for a slower rate of growth in the previous quarters compared to the other cities surveyed. Almost the same rise was recorded in Warsaw (4.9% quarter on quarter), where the average price of a flat on offer at the
end of the quarter exceeded the highest price in the previous market boom for the first time in ten years. The nominal price, of course, because in real terms prices are still a long way away from the prices reached during the period of the price bubble.

In the other cities, the quarterly increase in average prices ranged from between 1.6% and 3.1%. The scale of the change can best be seen however from the perspective of the four quarters. Compared to Q2 2017, the greatest change was in the Tri-City (+16.4%). A rate of rise in double digits was also recorded in Warsaw (13.3%), Poznań (10.4%) and Wrocław (10.2%). The rise in Kraków was moderate in relation to other cities - 8.2%. In this context, the result in Łódź was the lowest, with a 6.9% rise.

Over the last ten years, most of the markets surveyed have systematically improved in terms of the ratio of average salary in the city to the average price offered. In other words, the surface area of a flat that could be bought for average pay has systematically been increasing. This trend was first reversed in Gdańsk in 2014, followed by Łódź in 2016, and all of the other cities in 2018. This is also a factor that will restrict demand in the future.

Demand

In Q2 2018 the number of transactions recorded overall for the six largest markets was 15,600 – a drop of 15.2% on the previous quarter and 17.4% down on the record-breaking final quarter of 2017. The number of flats sold in the last four quarters was 70,300.

The average fall in sales on all of the six markets does not truly reflect events in the individual cities. Sales in Warsaw, the largest market in Poland, were down 24.0% quarter on quarter. Compared to the best quarterly result in history, this difference was as much as 28.5%. REAS noted a similar fall in Wrocław of 23.3% quarter on quarter and of more than 28% below the Q4 2017 record.

Developers operating in the Tri-City recorded the greatest decreases in the number of transactions at the beginning of this year. The difference quarter on quarter was only slight (9.6%) but this was a fall of as much as 29.5% in relation to the Q4 2017 record. A similar trend was seen in Kraków: the quarterly decrease of 11.5% was a difference of as much as 23.4% compared to the best result to date at the beginning of 2017.

Meanwhile, the sales results for Poznań and Łódź were a pleasant surprise. In Poznań, sales went up by 6.7% quarter on quarter, but this was still short of the record-breaking result at the beginning of last year by 11%.

Average price of units launched for sale – trend

(PLN/sqm, incl. VAT)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Warsaw</th>
<th>Kraków</th>
<th>Wrocław</th>
<th>Poznań</th>
<th>Tri-City</th>
<th>Łódź</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Source: REAS
Łódź on the other hand is surpassing its record results for the second quarter in a row. This time, sales rose by 16.2%, which seems to be a natural result of the huge increase in properties on offer in the latter half of last year.

**REAS Commentary**

Data regarding the market situation at the end of Q2 2018 show a considerable drop in sales in most cities but distinctly higher prices. This occurrences take place despite stable mortgage costs, the healthy condition of the labour market, and higher salaries. This is confirmation that this year developers will find it hard to achieve sales resembling the 2017 record, despite the excellent first quarter. In some cities sales appear to be returning to the 2016 level.

The results of listed companies also confirm this. A large portion of these companies were unable to increase sales in comparison to the first half of last year, despite a large project portfolio on offer.

The factor hampering demand the most is the rising prices, due to causes such as a significant rise in the cost of land and construction work. This is hitting the largest market players particularly hard, as they decide to adjust prices most quickly due to the scale of their operations and rate of sale of projects.

It seems very likely that the drop in the number of transactions on the market will be slow and gradual, and this will give developers the chance to adapt to the changing situation on the market. The problem of serious incongruence between growing supply and decreasing demand, which is typical for real estate cycles, is also not on the horizon.

The increasing prices are also causing a new kind of buyer, interested in short-term speculation, to appear on the market, buying flats at the earliest construction stage, often at preferential prices for the first buyers, intending to sell the right to purchase the unit before construction is completed.

Falling supply will also be a factor affecting the level of sales, resulting in a smaller selection of units, as there is no indication that developers will be increasing production in the near future. Disruption of work of local authorities due to local elections and regulatory changes are among the factors that even right now are hampering supply.
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